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 Download World of Warcraft Patch 7.2.4 with Serial key on your PC or Laptop. The latest patch provides some nice quality of
life improvements. Some of the fixes are listed below Fixes Fixed a problem where some NPC dialogue in instances was failing

to respond when they should have Fixed an issue where some regions had timers that were being stuck at 0, and were not
advancing Fixed an issue where some zones had trapped creatures, which were behaving incorrectly Fixed an issue where some

continents did not appear in the world map Fixed an issue where some character appearances were not being saved correctly
Fixed an issue where some item loot experience bonuses were not properly displaying on the item tooltip Fixed an issue where
some dungeons could be failing to transition to the instance area Fixed an issue where the starting location of many dungeons
were not updating correctly Fixed an issue where several environment transitions would fail to occur correctly Fixed an issue
where achievement progress would not properly update Fixed an issue where the non-combat and non-raid maps would not

properly display in the minimap Fixed an issue where the title screen would not appear Fixed an issue where the "Show Side
Quest Information" option was not working correctly Fixed an issue where the sound of items and player movement was being

improperly synchronized Fixed an issue where the "Show Inventory Items" option was not working correctly Fixed an issue
where some dungeons could fail to display in the dungeon finder Fixed an issue where some NPCs were not responding to
dialogue options when they should have Fixed an issue where some action bars were not displaying correctly Fixed an issue
where some social UI panels were not displaying correctly Fixed an issue where the wayland transition would fail to occur

properly Fixed an issue where world map markers would be showing up incorrectly Fixed an issue where "Show Map" was not
working correctly Fixed an issue where the minimap was not displaying correctly in some cases Fixed an issue where the save
screen would not appear Fixed an issue where some auto-leveling characters were receiving credit for completing the current
level Fixed an issue where some creatures were not spawning correctly Fixed an issue where some creatures were unable to
enter the instance area Fixed an issue where the "Random Class" option was not working correctly Fixed an issue where the

world map would not display a border Fixed an issue where some quest 82157476af
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